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ABSTRACT
UnidirectionalCVD SiC fiber-reinforcedSrO.A1203.2SiO2(SAS) glass-ceramicmatrix
compositeshave been fabricatedby hot pressing at various combinationsof temperature,
pressureandtime. Bothcarbon-richsurfacecoatedSCS-6anduncoatedSCS-0fiberswere used
as reinforcements.Almost fully dense compositeshave been obtained. Monocliniccelsian,
SrA12Si2Os,was the onlycrystallinephaseobservedin the matrixfromx-raydiffraction.During
three pointflexure testingof composites,a test spanto thicknessratio of -25 or greater was
necessaryto avoidsampledelamination.Strongand toughSCS-6/SAScompositeshavinga first
matrix crack stress of - 300 MPa and an ultimatebend strength of - 825 MPa were
fabricated.No chemicalreactionbetweenthe SCS-6fibers and the SAS matrixwas observed
afterhigh temperatureprocessing.The uncoatedSCS-0fiber-reinforcedSAScompositesshowed
only limitedimprovementin strengthover SASmonolithic.The SCS-0/SAScompositehaving
a fibervolumefractionof 0.24andhotpressedat 1400°Cexhibiteda first matrixcrackingstress
of -231 _+_20 MPa and ultimatestrengthof 265 _ 17 MPa. From fiberpush-outtests, the
fiber/matrixinterracialdebondingstrength(z_d) and frictionalsliding stress (Tfrietio_) in the
SCS-6/SASsystemwere evaluatedto be -6.7 + 2.3 MPa and 4.3 ___0.6 MPa, respectively,
indicatinga weak interface. However,for the SCS-0/SAScomposite,much higher values of
- 17.5 4- 2.7 MPa for l"ao_dand 11.3 -I-1.6 MPa for zf,_cao,respectively,were observed;some
• of the fibers were so strongly bonded to the matrix that they could not be pushed out.
Examinationof fracture surfacesrevealedlimited short pull-outlength of SCS-0fibers. The
applicabilityof variousmicromechanicalmodelsfor predictingthevaluesof firstmatrixcracking
stress and ultimatestrengthof thesecompositeswere examined.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Strong, tough, and environmentallystable fiber-reinforced composites (FRC)are neededfor
various high temperature structural applications in the aerospace and other industries. Various
glass and glass-ceramics are being used as matrices for fiber-reinforced composites. However,
BaO.A1203.2SiO2(BAS) and SrO.A1203.2Si02(SAS) glass ceramics having monoclinic celsian
as the crystalline phase are the most refractory having melting points of > 1700°C. They also
have a low thermal expansion coefficient of -2.5 x 106/°C resulting in potential for good
thermal shock resistance. Celsian is also oxidation resistant, phase stable up to - 1600°C for
BAS and up to the melting point for SAS. BAS and SAS glass-ceramics, therefore, are being
studied as matrix materials for fabrication of fiber-reinforced composites at NASA Lewis
Research Center. Processing and properties of CVD SiC fiber-reinforced BAS glass-ceramic
matrix composites have been described earlierI"3.Results of a study on CVD SiC monofilament
reinforced SAS glass-ceramic matrix composites are being presented here.
The long term objective of this research project is the development of strong, tough, and
environmentally stable fiber-reinforced glass-ceramic matrix composites for high temperature
structural applications in the aerospace industry. The primary objective of the present studywas
to establish the temperature, pressure, and time of hot pressing which would yield a strong,
tough, and almost fully dense composites without degradation of the constituent fibers and the
matrix properties. Other objectives were to study the effects of fiber surface coating on the
fiber/matrix interface and the composite properties, and also to examine the applicability of
various theoretical models in predicting the matrix microcracking stress and ultimate strength
of the composites. Unidirectional fiber-reinforced composites were fabricated by hot pressing
in vacuum using a glass-ceramic approach to take advantage of the viscous flow of glass
resulting in almost fully dense composites. Flexural strengths of the resulting composites were
measured in 3-point bending mode and the fiber/matrix interfaeial shear strengths were evaluated
by a fiber push-out method.
2. MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1. Materials
Strontium aluminosilicate glass of stoichiometric celsian composition, SrO.A1203.2Si02
(SAS), was used as precursor to the matrix. The glass was melted at -2000°C in a continuous
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electric melter with Mo electrodesusing laboratorygrade SrCO3,A1203,and SiO2.Homoge-
neousandclearglass flakeswereproducedby quenchingthe meltbetweenwater-cooledmetallic
rollers. Attrition millingof the glass frit using aluminaor zirconia mediain the presenceof
Darvan as a surfactantresulted in glass powderhavingan averageparticlesize of -2.5/_m.
From wet chemicalanalysis, the compositionof the glass powder was determinedin weight
percent to be 33.7 SrO, 31.5 A12Oa,33.8 SiO2,0.12 Na20, and 0.86 BaO. The Mo was
estimatedat 0.01 wt % MoO3by a spectrographictechnique.The batchcompositionin weight
percent was 31.8 SrO, 31.3 A1203,and36.9 SIO2,whichcorrespondsto stoichiometriccelsian.
ContinuousCVD SiC monofilamentsSCS-0and SCS-6from Textron SpecialtyMaterials,
havinga nominaldiameterof - 140 t_m,were used as the reinforcements.The schematicsof
the cross-sectionsand the surfaceregions of the fibersare shownin Fig. 1. These fibersare
produced by chemicalvapor depositionof SiC onto a pyrolyticgraphite-coatedcarbon core
havingdiameterof 37 tzm.The fiber is madeup of twodistinctzones.The innerzoneconsists4
of carbon-richE-SiCcolumnargrainsextendingin theradialdirectionwith < 111 > preferred
orientationand lengthsof a fewmicrometers.The outer zoneconsistsof nearlystoichiometric
/_-SiCgrains.The averagegraindiameterchangesfrom -50 nmin the innerzoneto - 100nm
in the outer zone4. The SCS-0fiber has no surfacecoating whereasthe surfaceof the SCS-6
fiber is coated with dual carbon-richSiC layers (Fig. 1). At room temperaturethese fibers
typicallyhavean elasticmodulusof -390-400 GPaand tensilestrengthsof - 1.8 and 3.9 GPa
for the SCS-0and SCS-6fibers, respectively.The averageaxial thermalexpansioncoefficient
of thesefibers,fromroomtemperatureto 1000°C,is -4.4 x 10_/°C.
2.2. Composite Fabrication
UnidirectionalSCS-0/SASand SCS-6/SASpanels -112.5 x 50 x 1.25 mm (4_A"x 2"x
0.05")werefabricatedusinga glass-ceramicapproachto takeadvantageof viscousflow of the
glassduringhotpressing.Detailsof this methodare describedelsewhere_-3.Anaqueousslurry
of SASglasspowderalongwithorganicadditiveswas castintotapesusinga Doctorbladeand
allowedto dry in ambientatmosphere.The dry tape, -0.15 mm thick,was cut to size. The
fibermatswerepreparedby windingcontinuousSiC fiberson a drumwith a spacingof 41
fiberspercmandcutto size.Adhesivetapewas usedto holdthe fibersin place.Matrixtapes
and fiber mats were alternately stacked up in the desired orientation and warm pressed. The
resulting "green" composite was wrapped in Mo foil and then in grafoil, and hot pressed under
vacuum in a graphite die. Pressing variables were temperature, pressure and time. The fugitive
binder was burned out in situ in the hot press by holding at -400°C. During hot pressing
pressure was first applied at 900°C. The resulting FRC panels were surface polished and sliced
into flexure test bars using a high speed diamond cutting wheel.
2.3. Characterization
Microstructuresof the polished cross-sectionsas well as fracture surfaceswere observedin
an opticalmicroscopeas well as in a JEOLJSM-840A scanningelectronmicroscope(SEM). X-
ray dot mappingof variouselements in the fiber/matrixinterfaceregion was carded out using
a Kevex Delta class analyzer. Densities were measuredby the Archimedes method as well as
from specimen dimensions and weight. The fiber volume fraction, Vf, in the composite was
determinedfrom
Vf = Nfa'D_/4Wd (1)
where Nf is the number of fibers, Df is the fiber diameter assumed to be 142 t_m, and W and
d are the width and thickness of the specimen, respectively. The crystalline phases formed in
the glass-ceramic matrix were identified from powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns recorded
at room temperature using a step scan procedure (0.03°/20 step, count time 0.5 s) on a Philips
ADP-3600 automated powder diffractometer equipped with a crystal monochromator and
employing copper K_radiation. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out at a heating
rate of 5°C/rain under flowing air from room temperature to 1500°C using a Perkin-Elmer
TGA-7 system which was interfaced with a computerizeddata acquisition and analysis system.
Mechanical properties of the composites were determined from stress-strain curves recorded in
three-point flexure rather than four-point bending because tensile fracture rather than
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interlaminar shear failure is the more likely failure mode in three-point bend tests. An Instron
machine at a crosshead speed of 0.127 cm/min (0.05 in./min) was used. In one case, the effect
of test span length (L) to sample thickness (d) ratio on first matrix cracking stress and ultimate
strength of the composite was also investigated. A value of Lid > 25 was used in subsequent
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strength measurementswith span length of the lower rollers of 3.75 cm (1.5 in.). The first
matrixcracking stress and the elasticmodulusof the compositeswere determinedfrom strain
gaugesglued to the tensilesurfaceof the test bars. A discontinuousjump in strain in the load
vs. strainplot indicatedmatrixcracking.Matrixcrackingwas also indicatedby discontunityin
the loadvs. timeoutputof a chartrecorder.Valuesof first matrixcrackingstressobtainedfrom
the two techniqueswere in good agreement.Elasticmoduluswas determinedfrom the linear
portion of the load vs. strain curveup to the first matrix crackingload. The SAS monolithic
sampleswere testedin four-pointflexure.
Fiber/matrix interfacial shear strength (ISS) was determined from a fiber push-out test using
thin polished sections of the composites cut normal to the fiber axis. The indenter, a 100/zm
diameter, flat-bottomed tungsten carbide punch was aligned over a single fiber and was driven
at a constant speed of 50/_m/min. The specimen was supported so that the fiber being pushed
out can protrude out of the bottom of the sample without any obstruction. A load cell in parallel
with the punch constantly monitors the load as the punch is pushed mechanically. Load data
were collected at 50-msec intervals by a computer. Conversion of time to actual crosshead
displacement allows a load versus displacement curve to be generated as the output of the push-
out test. At least ten fibers were pushed out in different regions of the FRC. The push-out
apparatus had an upper load limit of 40 N.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Thermogravimetric Analysis
The TGA curves for an SAS monolithicsample hot pressed at 1200°C for 2 h and SCS-
6/SAS composite hot pressed at 1450°C for 2 h (Vf = 0.3) recorded at a heating rate of
5°C/min under flowing air from room temperature to 1500°C axe given in Fig. 2. The
monolithicSAS shows hardlyany weight change and appearsto be stable over the entire range
of temperaturein air. In contrast,the SCS-6/SAS compositeundergoesa weight loss of -3.5 %
due to oxidationof the carbon core and the carbon rich surfacecoatingon the SCS-6 reinforcing
fibers.
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3.2. Microstructural Analysis
Figure 3 shows micrographs of the polished cross-sectionsof the unidirectionalSCS-6/SAS
and SCS-0/SAS composites. On the left is the optical micrographtakenfrom the plasmaetched
surface of the SCS-6/SAS composite hot pressed at 1450°C for 2 h under24 MPa. Plasma
etching reveals the composite microstructureof the SCS-6 SiC monofilaments.On the fight is
an SEM micrographof the polished cross-section of SCS-0/SAS composite hot pressed at
1400°C for 2 h under27.6 MPa. Uniform fiber distributionand good matrixflow aroundthe
fibers duringhot pressing is evident in both composites.Powder XRD patternsof SCS-6/SAS
composites hot pressed for 2 h at 1400 or 1500°C and for SCS-0/SAS composite hot pressed at
1400°C for 2 h at 27.6 MPa are shown in Fig. 4 and 5, respectively. /3-SICand monoclinic
SrA12Si208are the only phases detected from XRD. This implies that the SAS glass matrix
crystallizesprimarily to the desired, thermodynamicallystable, monocliniccelsian SrA12Si2Os
phase duringhot pressingof the composites. Detailed transmissionelectronmicrscopyanalysis
would be necessaryto detect the presenceof residualglassy andundesirablecrystallinephases.
3.3 Mechanical Properties
Typical stress vs. displacementcurves for a hot pressed SAS monolithicand unidirectional
CVD SiCf/SAScompositesare shown in Fig. 6. The monolithicSAS, hotpressedat 12000Cfor
2 h at 24 MPa, shows a four-pointflexural strengthof - 130 MPa and falls in a brittlemode
as expected. The stress-displacementcurve recorded in three-pointbend for the SCS-6/SAS
composite, hot pressed at 14000C for 2 h at 24 MPa, having fiber volume of 24% shows
graceful failure. It consists of an initial linear elastic region extending up to the first matrix
cracking stress, ay, of -289 MPa. Beyond this, there is an extended nonlinear regime of
increasingload bearingcapacityas mostof the reinforcingfibersare still undamaged,intactand
carryadditionalload. The ultimatestrength, au, is - 824 MPa. At higher stresses, fiberfracture
andpullout occurs, and the loadbearingcapacityof the compositedecreasesas fewer andfewer
fibers are left intact to carrythe load. The SCS-0/SAS composite hot pressed at 14000C for 2
h under27.6 MPa also shows graceful failure with ayof - 248 MPa and tr,,of only - 285 MPa.
However, it shows only limited stressingcapabilitybeyondthe first matrixcracking stress and
low ultimatestrength. This is becauseof the much lower strength of the SCS-0 fibers than that
of the SCS-6 fibers. These results clearly demonstratethat reinforcementof the SAS glass-
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ceramic with SCS-6 fibers results in a tough and strongcompositewhereas the SCS-0/SAS
compositeshowsonly a very limitedimprovementin tr..over the monolithicSAS.
The difficultiesin interpretationof theflexurestrengthresultsfor continuousfiber reinforced
compositesare recognized.However,the flexuretest data are perfectlyusefulfor comparison
of the compositesmade underdifferenthot pressingconditions.Also, when the ratio of thetest
spanlengthto samplethicknessratiois high enoughto minimizeshear forcesduringtesting,the
valueof matrix fracture stress obtainedfrom the flexuretest is equivalentto that measuredin
tensionbecausematrixcrackingis the firstdamageto occurs in the composite.The effectof test
span length (L), distancebetween the lower rollers, to samplethickness(d) ratio on the first
matrixcrack strengthand the ultimatestrengthmeasuredin three-pointflexureis shownin Fig.
7 for a SCS-6/SAScompositehavinga fiber contentof 25 volumeper cent and hot pressedat
1350 °C for two hours under 24 MPa pressure. Initiallyboth ayand anincreasesharply with
increasein Lid ratiobut seemto level off at Lid > -25. At highLid ratios, the samplefailure
occurredon the tensilesurfacewherethe tensilestressesare the highest, whereasdelamination
wasobservedat lowLid ratios. All furtherflexuremeasurementswere carried outusingan Lid
ratio of greater than25.
The effect of hot pressing temperatureon room temperature flexural strength of the
unidirectionalSCS-6/SAScompositesis shownin Fig. 8. Also shown are the results for the
monolithicSAS glass-ceramichot pressed at 1200 °C. The monolithicSAS showsa flexural
strengthof - 130MPa. Valuesof boththe first matrixcrackingstressand the ultimatestrength
for the composites,havinga fibercontentof -25 volume%, do not showmuch changewith
hotpressing temperature.The strengthdata for the compositesshownhere and in subsequent
figuresare the averagevalues for at least five test specimens.The effectof hot pressingtime
on room temperatureflexuralstrengthof unidirectionalSCS-6fiber-reinforcedSAScomposites
hot pressed at 1450 °C under24 MPa is shownin Fig. 9. The fiber contentwas -24 volume
%. The first matrixcrackingstresshardlyshowsany change,but the ultimatestrengthincreases
withtime of hotpressing.The two-hourhotpressedFRC showsthe highestultimatestrength.
The influenceof hotpressingpressureon roomtemperatureflexuralstrengthof unidirectional
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SCS-6/SAS composite hot pressed for 2 h at 1450°C or 1250 °C is shown in Fig. 10 and 11,
respectively. The fiber loading was - 26 and - 22 volume %, respectively. Values of first
matrix cracking stress and ultimate strength increased with pressure of hot pressing at both
temperatures. Composites hot pressed under 27.6 MPa (4 KSI) pressure exhibited the highest
first matrix cracking and ultimate strengths. The increase is strength with hot pressing pressure
is probably due to increase in the densities of the composites as shown in Fig. 12.
Typical room temperature physical and mechanicalproperties of a unidirectional SCS-0/SAS
composite having fiber volume fraction of 24 % and hot pressed at 1400°C for 2 h under 27.6
MPa are shown in Table I. The composite had a density of 2.99 g/cm3which is -98% of the
theoretical value. The elastic modulus was 102 _+10 GPa measured from three point bend test.
Typical values of first matrix cracking stress and ultimate strength were - 231 ___20 MPa and
265 + 17 MPa, respectively. The first matrix cracking strain was -0.22%.
Effectsof fiber content on various mechanicalproperties, measuredin 3-point flexure, of
SCS-6/SAScompositeshot pressed at 1400°Cfor 2 h under27.6 MPa pressure are listed in
Table II. Variationsin first matrixcrackingstressand ultimatestrengthwith the fiber content
are shownin Figure 13. Values of both ayand cr,,increasedwith the fiber content, reacheda
maximumat Vf = -0.35 and droppedwith further increase in Vf. For hot pressed ceramic
grade Nicalonreinforcedpyrexglass composites,Dawsonet aL37foundthatcompositestrength
increasedlinearlywith fibervolumefractionfrom 0.2 to 0.6. Hegeler et al.3greported that for
Nicalon/glasscompositesmade by hot pressing, the compositestrength increased with fiber
content, reaching a maximumat Vf = 0.5 and then droppedrapidly for higher Vf. For hot
pressedSi3N4matrixreinforcedwithCVDSiC(SCS-2)monofilaments,Shettyet al. 39foundthat
the compositestrengthwas virtuallyindependentof the fibervolumefractionfrom Vf - 0.05
to 0.45. However,recentlyXu et al. 4°found that for hotpressedSi3N4matrixreinforcedwith
CVDSiC (SCS-6)fibers,the compositestrengthincreasedwithfibervolumefractionfrom 0.14
to 0.29. However, when the fiber contentwas raised to 55%, the compositestrengthdropped
due to degradation in fiber strength as a result of damage of fibers from contact with
surroundingfibers and abrasivematrixparticlesduringhot pressing.
Figure 14comparesthe measuredvaluesof the elasticmodulusof the SCS-6/SAScomposite
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with thosecalculatedfrom the rule-of-mixturesusingthe relationship
zc= + (2)
where E is the elastic modulus, V is the volume fraction and the subscripts c, m, and f refer to
the composite, matrix, and fiber, respectively. Values of 70 GPa and 400 GPa were used for
the elastic modulii of the SAS matrix and the SCS-6 fibers, respectively, for the calculations.
The solid line represents the results obtained from equation (2). The measured F_€values are in
agreement with those expected from the simple rule-of-mixtures.
SEM micrographs of fracture surfaces, after the 3-point bend test, of unidirectional SCS-
6/SAS and SCS-0/SAS composites hot pressed at 1400°C for 2 h under 27.6 MPa are shown
in Fig. 15. Long lengths of fiber pull out are observed for the SCS-6/SAS composite, indicating
a weak fiber/matrix interface and a tough composite. In contrast, only limited and short lengths
of fiber pull out are seen in the SCS-0/SAS composite which would result in only limited
toughening behavior. Some of the fibers do not show any pull out indicating strong bonding with
the matrix. The surface of the pulled out fibers is clean and smooth indicating no chemical
reaction between the SCS-6 or SCS-0 fibers and the SAS matrix during hot pressing at high
temperature. These results are consistent with the stress-strain behavior observed for these
FRCs.
3.4. Fiber/Matrix Interface
SEM micrographsshowingmagnifiedviews of the fiber/matrixinterfacein the unidirectional
SCS-6/SASand SCS-0/SAScompositeshot pressedat 1400°C for 2 h under27.6 MPa are given
in Fig. 16. The interface is clean and the carbon rich double coating on the SCS-6 fiber surface
• is unaffected. This again indicates no chemical interaction between the fiber and the matrix
during high temperature composite processing.
In order to achievehigh strengthand, in particular,high toughnessin the fiber-reinforced
ceramicmatrixcomposites,the fiber/matrixinterfacialshear strengthmust be tailoredsuchthat
the bond is strong enough to allow transfer of load from the matrixto the fibers, but weak
enough so that an advancing matrix microcrack can be deflected at the interface by fiber/matrix
debonding. To evaluate the fiber-matrix interfacial shear strengths (ISS), fiber push out tests
were carried out. Typical fiber push out load vs. crosshead displacement curves for SCS-6/SAS
glass-ceramic matrix composite hot pressed at 1400 °C for 2 h under 27.6 MPa are presented
in Fig. 17 for specimens of two different thicknesses. Similar load-displacement curves for the
fiber push out in SCS-0/SAS composite hot pressed at 1400°C for 2 h under 27.6 MPa are
shown in Fig. 18 for a 1.44 mm thick sample. The initial linear region corresponds to the elastic
response of the material. The peak load, Pa_,,d corresponds to the fiber/matrix debonding load
and the sudden drop in load represents debonding of the fiber. Following debonding, the slight
increase in load corresponds to additional debonding. At the maximum load, the entire length
of the fiber has debonded and the fiber begins to exit from the opposite face of the composite.
The decrease in load is due to the decrease in embedded length of the fiber. The steady state
load represents the sliding friction at the interface. A plot of fiber/matrix debonding load vs.
sample thickness for the SCS-6/SAS composite is given in Fig. 19. The fiber debonding load
varies linearly with the thickness of the sample used for fiber push out tests.
Valuesof theISSfor debond(r_,_) andfrictionalslidingstress(zfac_ were calculatedfrom
z = P/(2_-rfLf) (3)
where 7"is the interfacial shear strength, rf is the radius of the fiber, _ is the length of the
embedded fiber, and P is the load corresponding to debond or friction. This equation assumes
a uniform interfacial shear stress along the length of the fiber/matrix interface. Values of _'aa_d
and zfac_ evaluated from fiber push out tests for the SCS-6/SAS and SCS-0/SAS composites are
listed in Table III. For the SCS-6/SAS composites, Z_d and _'f_c_increased systematically
(Table IV) as the time of hot pressing was increased from 15 min. to 2 h at 1450°C under 24
MPa. Values shown are the mean values for 8-10 push out tests. For the SCS-6/SAS composite,
samples of four different thicknesses were tested and the values are in good agreement. For the
SCS-0/SAS composite, the mean values of Z,V.m_dand l"fdca_were determined to be - 17.5 ___2.7
MPa and 11 .3 ___1.6 MPa, respectively. One fiber even gave a value of 56 MPa for z_,_d.
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Some fibers did not debond even at an applied load of 40 N, the upper limit of the test
apparatus, resulting in 7",t_ > 62 MPa. Values of r,V._o,dand _'€,_o,are seen to be much higher
- for the SCS-0/SAS composite than for the SCS-6/SAS system. These results indicate that some
of the fibers in the SCS-0/SAScomposite are strongly bonded with the matrix. This is consistent
with the stress-strain curves and the extent of fiber pullout for these composites as seen earlier
in the SEM micrographs of the fracture surfaces. The fibers which did not show any pull out
are the ones strongly bonded. In an earlier study by the present author 29, no chemical reaction
was observed between the SCS-0 fiber and BaO.A1203.2SiO2(BAS) matrix in the composite hot
pressed at 1400°C for 2 h under 24 MPa. Examination of the fracture surface revealed
fiber/matrix debonding at the interface, fiber pull-out, and crack deflection around the fibers
indicating a weak fiber/matrix interface and a tough composite. In contrast, Murthy and Lewis3°
reported the formation of a carbon-rich layer at the fiber/matrix interface in SiC (Nicalon or
Tyranno) fiber-reinforced non-stoichiometric BAS composite hot pressed at 1350°C. The
reaction layer was an admixture of microcrystalline graphite, silica, and barium. Extensive
diffusion of barium well into the fiber was also observed. However, the SiC whisker/BAS glass
interface was found to be nonreactive.
The values of -6.5 MPa for _',_o_dand -4.2 MPa for zfact_obtained in the present study
for the SCS-6/SAS composite are comparable to those reported for other SiC fiber-reinforced
glass-ceramic matrix composites. In the Nicalon fiber reinforced CAS glass-ceramic matrix
composites, the value of zf_c_o,was evaluated1°to be 5 MPa using the Aveston, Cooper, and
Kelly (ACK) model13from the matrix crack spacings measured at room temperature. This is in
fairly good agreement with the values of 3-5 MPa obtained from the micro-indentation method.
In the same composite system, Wang and Parvizi-Majidi14obtained a value of 14.4 + 3.2 MPa
for _'f,_ct_using the matrix crack spacing ACK model and values ranging from 12.4 ___2.6 MPa
to 17.7 +_.2.0 MPa from fiber push-out and fiber push-in tests, respectively. Evanst5 reported
a value of 9 MPa for rf_c_o,in a Nicalon/CAS composite, compared with a value of only 2 MPa
for the Nicalon fiber-reinforced LAS glass-ceramic matrix composite from similar calculations.
For the SCS-6 fiber-reinforced MAS (Cordierite) matrix composite, values of _'_ and _'f_:ao_
have been reported_6to be 11MPa and 5 MPa, respectively. Values of ISS for various oxide and
nonoxide ceramic matrix composites reinforced with Nicalon or SCS-6 fibers have been
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summarized by Weihs et al 1_.Very low values of r_j_a (- 0.5 - 1.5 MPa) and 7"f_tio.( - 0.15 -
1.23 MPa) have been obtainedts in the SCS-6 fiber reinforced NaZr2P3Ot2matrix composite
from single fiber push-out test.
From fiber pushout and pullout tests, the fiber/matrix interfacial shear strengths have been
evaluated21to be 15.6 + 8.3 MPa for the SCS-0/borosilicate glass and 3.9 _ 1.4 MPa for the
SCS-6/borosilicate (CGW #7761) glass matrix composites. Some chemical reaction between the
uncoated SCS-0 fiber and the glass was observed2! after composite processing whereas no
reaction was observed between the glass and the SCS-6 fiber having carbon rich surface
coatings. Goettler and Faber_ measured the fiber/matrix interfacial shear properties of SiC fibers
in sodium borosilicate glass matrix system using single fiber puUout tests. A carbon coating on
the SiC fiber surface was an effective reaction barrier in preventing the fiber/matrix bonding and
oxidation of the fibers by the glass matrix. However, coatings having higher carbon content
resulted in stronger bonding at the interface.
The presence of residual stresses in the composite can have significant influence on the
fiber/matrix interracial shear strength. These residual stresses can arise from various sources,
but mainly come from thermal expansion mismatchbetween the fiber and the matrix. When the
thermal expansion of the fiber is smaller than that of the matrix (oq < o_), the matrix will
shrink more than the fibers upon cooling the FRC from the processing temperature. The matrix
will radially compress the fibers, increasing friction at the fiber/matrix interface. However,
when af > o_,,,as in the composite system of the present study, the fiber-matrix interracial
region is under tension in the FRC composite upon cooling from the processing temperature. If
there is poor bonding at the interface, this may result in fiber separation from the matrix, as
suggested by the similar values for _'_,o,_dand _'fac_o,for the SCS6/SAS composites in the present
study. In any case, a low interfacial shear strength typically results in a fibrous failure mode and
a tough composite which, indeed, is the case for the SCS-6/SAS composite of the present study.
However, in the SCS-0/SAS composites, some of the fibers are more strongly bonded to the
matrix as indicated by the values of r,_d which should result in only limited short length of
fiber pull-out as observed, and a not-so-tough composite. Similar values of r_,,_a and zf,_ct_
indicate that the fiber/matrix interface in SCS-6/SAScomposites is frictionally coupled, i.e., the
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the interracial bonding between the fiber and the matrix is negligible. The higher values of z in
SCS-0/SAS composites may be attributed to fiber/matrix interlocking due to a rough surface of
the uncoated fiber.
SEM micrographs showing in-place and pushed out fibers in SCS-6/SAS and SCS-0/SAS
composites are shown in Fig. 20. The surfaces of the pushed out fibers appear to be smooth.
The carbon-rich double coating on the SCS-6 fiber is still intact. Debonding occurs between the
matrix and the outer carbon rich coating on the SCS-6 fiber surface. Also, there appears to be
no chemical interaction or interdiffusion between SCS-6 fiber and the matrix during high
temperature composite processing. Particles on fiber surfaces and the matrix are believed to be
debris from sample preparation. An SEM micrograph and the x-ray maps of various constituent
elements in the fiber-matrix interface region taken from the polished cross-section of a
unidirectional SCS-0/SAS composite hot pressed at 1400°C for 2 h at 27.6 MPa are presented
in Fig. 21. On this scale, there appears to be no interdiffusion of the elements between the fiber
and the matrix after high temperature processing of the composite. In an earlier study by the
present authol ag, no chemical reaction was observed between the SCS-0 fiber and the BAS
matrix in a composite hot pressed at 1400°C for 2 h at 24 MPa.
3.5. Comparison with Micromechanical Models
It is also interestingto compare the measuredvaluesof first matrixcracking stressand
ultimatebendstrengthwiththosepredictedfromthe theoreticalmodels.Twodifferentypesof
approaches,basedon either fracturemechanicsor energy balance,have been appliedto the
problemof matrixcrackingincompositesforthematrixfailurestrainandthestresstopropagate
a crack.
Usingfracturemechanicsanalysis,Marshall,Cox,andEvans23havemodelledmatrixcracking
in brittle matrixfiber-reinforcedcompositesby taking into accountthe crack closureeffectsof
the frictionallybondedbridgingfibers. For large cracks, the matrixcrackingstressis indepen-
dent of the crack size and a steadystatematrixcrackingstress, ay,is givenbye:
Cry= 1.817[(1- ),2)K]c2rfa0ao__ V_ V,. (1 + EfVf/E_Vm)2/(F-_rf)lzn (4)
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where v is the composite Poisson's ratio, K,c the matrix fracture toughness, rfac,_o,the sliding
frictional stress at the interface, Vf the fiber volume fraction, V., the matrix volume fraction, rf
the fiber radius, Ef the fiber elastic modulus, and E., the matrix elastic modulus. Using the
following values of the various parameters: p = 0.2, K,c = 1 MPa.m _, _ = 390 GPa, F__=
69 GPa, Vm = 0.76, rf = 71 /zm, and Vf = 0.31, rf,_c_o,= 4.2 MPa for the SCS-6/SAS
composite and Vf = 0.24, rf,lc,_o,= 11.3 +_1.6 MPa for the SCS-0/SAS composite, the values
of % predicted from equation (4) are 117 MPa and 121 MPa, respectively for the two
composites. These values are low in comparison with the measured 3-point bend strengths of 290
+ 40 MPa and 231 + 20 MPa, respectively. However, it may be pointed out that eq. (4)
estimates the lower bound Cryat large crack lengths above the transition crack length, Cm/3,given
by the following equationS:
C., = (7r/4I4/3)[-K,cE_ Vm2 rf (1 + EfV_/F-_V_)/rf.cao.V} Ef(1 - _)]m (5)
where I is a crack geometry constant with a value of 1.2 for straight cracks and 2/3 for penny
cracks. An important feature of Marshall et al.'s theory is its prediction of a flaw size
dependence of matrix microcracking stress for flaw sizes smaller than the critical size. The
matrix cracking stress approaches the steady state value for cracks of lengths _> C,/3. In
contrast, for cracks shorter than Cm/3,ar should show a marked dependence on crack size and
significant departure from the steady-statevalue. Using the above values for various parameters,
the values of Cmcalculated for the SCS-6/SAS and SCS-0/SAS composite systems from eq. (5)
were 886/_m and 625/_m, respectively. C,. values of 313/zm, 68/zm, 660/_m, and 3.5 mm
have been reported for the Nicalon/lithium aluminosilicate glass-ceramicS, carbon/glassS,
SiC(SCS-6)/zircon24, and SiC(SCS-6)/sodium zirconium phosphate (NZP)'s composites,
respectively. This implies that C,/3 is several fiber spacings for all of these composite systems
indicating the existence of a steady-statecondition. Since the inherent flaws in ceramic materials
are usually of microstructural dimensions, these results indicate_ that the matrix cracking stress
for these composites is not considerably reduced by further introduction of larger flaws during
composite fabrication, machining or service or by the extension of pre-existing flaws in thermal
shock or environmentally assisted slow crack growth.
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The above eq. (5) taken from the work of Marshallet aL23appearsto be in error. Using
equations(23a)and (17b) from ref. 23, the followingexpressionis obtainedfor C,.
Cm = (_'/4I4:3)[(Kic rf EmV_/(rf, i¢a,,,V: Ef (l-p2))] _ (6)
rather than eq. (5) above. From eq. (6), values of 487/_m and 379/xm are obtained for Cmfor
the SCS-6/SAS and SCS-0/SAS composites, respectively. Since the Cm/3value for the SCS-
0/SAS composites of the present study is smaller than the filament diameters, it would indicate
departure from the steady-state matrix cracking stress and dependence on the crack size. On the
other hand, a steady-state condition would be expected to exist for the SCS-6/SAS composites.
These predictions of the micromechanical models need to be verified from experimental data.
By using a simpleenergy balanceapproach,similar to that of Griffithin determiningthe
• stressnecessaryto propagatecracksin brittle solids,the followingequation13'25has beenderived
for the matrixcrackingstressin a compositeconsistingof a lowfailurestrainmatrixreinforced
with high failurestrain continuousfibers:
ay = [(12rf_¢ao,I'mV2 EfE¢2)/{r_l-Vf)Em2}]_n (7)
where I'mis the matrix fracture surface energy, E_ -- VfE¢+ VmF__,and other terms have the
same meaning as above. It is apparent from this equation that the first matrix cracking stress can
be enhanced by increasing fiber-matrix interfacial sliding stress, by using fibers of smaller
radius, and by increasing the volume fraction of fibers. It might also be increased, less easily,
by increasing the ratio Ef/F__.The matrix microcracking may also be suppressed by placing the
matrix in compression through choosing af > am,although for isotropic fibers this will result
in contraction of the fibers away from the matrix and a potential decrease in fiber-matrix shear
strength. It is important to optimize the fiber-matrix bond strength carefully as too strong a bond
will result in a brittle composite with low toughness. Typical values of F, for ceramics range
from 20 to 40 J/m2as quoted by Briggs and Davidge.34Values of I'mfor calcium aluminosilicate
and lithium aluminosilicate glass-ceramic matrices have been reported to be 25 and 20-30 J/m2,
respectively. Taking 1", -- 25 Jim2 for the SAS glass ceramic matrix, and values of other
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parameters as shown above, the ay for the SCS-6/SASand SCS-0/SAScomposites were
calculatedfrom eq. (7) to be 179MPaand 185MPa, respectively,withoutany correctionsfor
the expectedresidual stressesin the matrix. In spite of higher fiber volume fraction in SCS-
6/SAScomposite,the calculated%is higher for the SCS-0/SAScomposite.This is becauseof
much higher value of sliding frictional stress at the interface, _'f,_c_o,,for the SCS-0/SAS
compositewhich, accordingto eq. (7), shouldresult in higher or. These calculatedvalues of
Cryare close to thoseobtainedfrom eq. (4) but much lower than the values of 290 4- 40 MPa
and231 4-20 MPameasuredin 3-pointflexurefor thetwocomposites,respectively.However,
it may be pointed out that generally the tensile strengthsare lower than those measuredin
bending and the tensile test results, rather than the flexural data, are more meaningfulfor
comparisonwith the predictionsof the micromechanicalmodels. Also, the effects of internal
residualstressesarisingfrom thethermalexpansionmismatchbetweenthe fiberand the matrix,
whichhavebeen neglectedin the calculationsof the abovemodels,must be takeninto account.
The axial residual stress in the matrix, Cr,,,in the compositeas a result of coolingfrom the
hot pressing temperatureis givenby26
Crm= [EfVf(_f-_) AT]/[I+ V:_-_/_-I)]= [EfVf(af-_) AT][EJE_] (8)
whereamando_fare the thermalexpansioncoefficientsof thematrixandthe fibers,respectively,
ATisthe temperaturerange overwhichthe compositehasbeencooledafter processing,andthe
other terms are the sameas describedabove. For compositesof the present study hot pressed
at 1400°Cand usingvaluesof variousparametersas af = 4.4 x 10"6/°C,am= 2.5 x 10"6/°C,
= 390GPa, and Em= 69 GPa,valuesof the axialresidualstress, Crm,in the matrixat room
temperatureare calculatedfromeq.(8) to be + 129MPafor SCS-6/SAS(Vf = 0.31) and + 115
MPa for SCS-0/SAS(Vf= 0.24) composites,respectively.The positiveCr,impliesthat the SAS
glass-ceramicmatrixwillbe in compressionas fibers try to shrinkmorethan the matrixand the
residual stresses will be beneficialtendingto close the incipientmatrix cracks. As mentioned
earlier, the residualstressespresentin the as-manufacturedcompositeare not consideredin the
derivationof eq. (4) or (7). Thermalresidualstress present in the composite,ACre,is given by
the expression
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Aa: = a,..(F_JE_ = _Vf(af-ot_AT (9)
For SCS-6/SASand SCS-0/SAScompositesof the presentstudyhot pressedat 1400°C,values
of Atrcat room temperatureare calculatedfrom eq. (9) to be +315 MPa and +244 MPa,
respectively. To accountfor the residual stress effects in the compositedue to fiber-matrix
thermal expansionmismatch, the stress calculatedfrom eq. (9) should be added to those
determinedfrom eq. (4) or (7). This resultsin calculatedayvaluesbetween432 and 494 MPa
for the SCS-6/SASand between365 and 429 MPa for the SCS-0/SAScompositeswhich are
muchhigher than the experimentallymeasuredthree-pointflexuralstrengthsof 290 _ 40 MPa
and231 +__20 MPa, respectively.Also, thetensiletestresults, rather than the flexuraldata, are
more meaningfulfor comparisonwith the predictionsfrom the micromechanicalmodelsand
generallythe tensilestrengthsare lower thanthe flexuralstrengths.This wouldresult in greater
discrepancybetweenthe calculatedand the measuredtensile strengthdata. Hence, the current
micromechanicalmodelsdo notappearto be usefulin predictingthefirst matrixcrackstressfor
the large diameterfiber-reinforcedcompositesof the presentstudy.
An analyticalestimateof theultimatetensilestrefigthof a fiber-reinforcedcompositeis given
by the equation27'3s:
a. = Vfaf[{1/(m+2)}''€"+_){(m+l)/(m+2)}] [2_-fa_,_o_Lo/(ln2)afr_]_'+_ (10)
where Vfis volume fractionof fibers in the loading direction, reis the fiber radius, trfis the
mean fiber tensilestrengthat a gaugelengthof Lo, m is the Weibullmodulus,and zfaca,,,is the
frictionalslidingstressat the fiber-matrixinterface. Equation(10) takesintoaccountthe proper
gauge lengthof fibersrelevantto compositetensilefailureas well as the fiberbundlefailurein
brittle matrix composites.In eq. (10), the first two terms, V_rf,give the rule-of-mixtures
strengthof the compositeusing the meanfiber strengthat the test gauge lengthLo.The third
term within brackets is the statisticalbundle-likefactor dependingonly on m. This factor
describesthe tendencyof the statisticallyweaker fibersto controlthe compositefailureandthe
counteractingfact that broken fibers still have substantialload-carryingcapabilitydue to the
slidingresistancezfaCa_.Thus, the first threeterms togetheressentiallygive the bundlerule-of-
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mixtures strength of the FRC. The last term, called the composite factor, in eq. (10) accounts
for the change in fiber strength from gauge length Loto the characteristic gauge length relevant
to composite tensile failure and for the load carried by the broken fibers in brittle matrix
composites. The composite factor is critical for predicting an accurate value of au for the
composite. Tensile strengths of SCS-6 fibers have been recently measured by various
researchers2g,31,32 Taking values of af = 4170 MPa, m = 5.2, Lo = 4 cm, rf = 71/_m for
the SCS-6 fibers from a recent studyal, and _'f_ic_,= 4.2 MPa, Vf = 0.31 for the SCS-6/SAS
composite, a value of tr,, = 877 MPa was calculated from eq. (10). The calculated value of au
is much higher than the measured 3-point flexure strength of 625 ___50 MPa. This is particularly
true considering that the ultimate strengths of composites measured in flexure are reported 9'1° to
be always higher than those measured in tension, by a factor of between 1.5 and 2.5 depending
on lay-up. This is generally ascribed to the differences in stress distributions in the test
specimens during flexure and tensile tests. During tensile testing, the entire gauge section is
under tensile loading, but only a part of the sample is under tension during flexure test. Thus,
the flexure strength data are not very useful for comparison with the predictions of the
micromechanical models which are based on the assumptions of uniaxial tensile loading.
Another reason for the discrepancy between the measured and predicted values of tr,,could
be the fiber strength degradation occuring during composite fabrication. Strength of fibers after
high temperature composite processing should be used in eq. (10). However, strength of the in
situ fibers in the FRC following hot pressing is unknown unless fibers can be extracted from the
composite without further damage to the fibers and tensile tested. The etchants used to dissolve
away the celsian matrix from the SiCtCSAScomposite would invariably damage the fiber surface.
Abrasive damage to the fiber surface during composite processing may also affect the fiber
strength. Also, the interactions occurring during high temperature composite processing are
known to reduce the fiber strength. For example, the strength of Nicalon fibers is 3 GPa, but
the strength of the fibers extracted from Nicalon/Pyrex composites following processing at
-950°C is reduced by -50%. _t The degradation in the fiber strength depends on the
temperature and pressure used during processing as well as on the reactivity between the fiber
and the matrix. The room temperature strength of SCS-0 fibers degrades_2after exposure to
temperatures beyond ~ 1200°C in argon, due to recrystallization and grain growth of the SiC
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grains in the outer zone of the fibers. Strength degradation of the fibers increased with
temperatureand time of exposure at temperaturesabove 1200°C. For example, the room
temperatureflexuralstrengthof SCS-0fibersdegradedfrom 3.2 GPa to 2.5 GPaandto 1.9 GPa
after lh exposurein 0.1 MPaargonpressureat 1400°Cand 1600°C,respectively. In contrast,
the room temperaturestrengthof the SCS-6fibersremainedunchangedat -5.5 GPaafter 1 h
exposure in 0.1 MPa argon pressure at 1400°C, but its strength did degrade12after heat
treatmentsat highertemperatures.Thispartly explainsthe lowstrengthsobservedfor the SCS-
0/SAS compositehot pressedat 1400°Cfor two hours, and the muchhigher strengthsof the
SCS-6/SAScompositesin the presentstudy.
4. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Unidirectional CVD SiC fiber-reinforcedSAS glass-ceramic matrix composites have been
fabricatedby hot pressing undervarious temperature,pressure,and time. Three point flexure
test of compositesshould be carded out using a test span to thickness ratio of -25 or greater
in order to avoid sample delamination.Unidirectional SCS-6/SAS composites having a first
matrix cracking stress of -300 MPa and an ultimate bend strength of 825 MPa have been
fabricated. UncoatedCVD SiCf(SCS-0)/SAScomposites were not as strongand showed only
limitedimprovementover SAS monolithic.No chemical reactionbetween the SCS-6 fibers and
the SAS matrix was observed afterhigh temperatureprocessing. Fromfiber push-outtests, the
fiber/matrixISS (_',_b_d)was foundto be - 6.7 _+2.3 MPa for SCS-6/SAS compositesindicating
a weak interface. However, for the uncoatedSCS-0 fiber reinforcedSAS composite, a much
higher value of Zd_b_d(-- 17.5 __+2.7 MPa) was observed; some of the fibers were so strongly
bonded that they could not be pushed out. Predictedvalues of first matrixcracking stress and
ultimate strength using various micromechanical models have been compared with those
measured experimentally.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Itmaybe concludedthatstrong,tough,andalmostfullydenseunidirectionalCVDSiCf(SCS-
6) fiber-reinforcedSASglass-ceramicmatrixcompositescan be obtainedby hot pressingat
3.9
1250 - 1400 °C for 2 h at 20 - 27 MPa (3 - 4 KSI). Also, uncoatedSCS-0 fiber is not
appropriatefor the reinforcementof the SASglass-ceramicmatrix. CVDSiCSCS-6fibersand
the SASmatrixare chemicallycompatibleevenat temperaturesas high as 1400°C.The current
theoreticalmodelsdo not appear to be appropriatein predictingthe matrixmicrocrackingstress
or the ultimate strength of the large diameterCVD SiC fiber reinforced SAS glass-ceramic
matrixcomposites.
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TableI. RoomTemperaturePropertiesofUnidirectionallyReinforced
CVD SiCf/SASCompositesHot Pressedat 1400°C, 27.6 MPa, 2h
Property SCS-0/SAS SCS-6/SAS
#SAS 6-9-93 #SAS 6-1-93
Measured
Fiber volume fraction, Vf 0.24 0.31
Density, p, g/cm 3 2.99 a 2.93
Elastic modulusb, E, GPa 102 ___10 122 __ 5
First matrix cracking stress b, %, MPa 231 ___20 290 __40
First matrix cracking strainb, ey, % -0.22 -0.28
Ultimate strengthb, tru,MPa 265 -t- 17 625 _ 50
Fiber/matrix ISSc, _dobon_,MPa 17.5 + 2.7 6.7 + 0.7
Sliding frictional stress, rfriction,MPa 11.3 + 1.6 4.2 + 0.6
Calculated
%,MPa 365-429 432-494
Transition crack length, Cm,/_m 625 886
tr., MPa 877
- 98% of theoretical density
bFrom three point bend test
CFromfiber push-out test
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Table II. Influence of Fiber Content on Mechanical Properties of CVD SiCf(SCS-6)/SAS
Composites Measured in 3-Point Flexure
[Hot Pressed 1400°C, 2 h, 27.6 MPa]
Composite # Vf, % ay, MPa Ec, GPa au,MPa
--- 0.0 130 70 ---
SAS 10-6-93 15.8+0.2 163+3 124+__7 477+26
SAS 9-7-93 20+0.5 211+35 139+8 531+27
_, SAS 8-6-93 35+1 332+43 216+14 861+33
SAS 9-13-93a 40+2 225+24 200+17 524+79
Average values for 4-5 test bars.
Samples with Vf = 40% failed in shear. Other samples failed in tension.
Table III. Fiber-Matrix Interface Shear Strength and Sliding Frictional Stress
Evaluated from Fiber Push-out for CVD SiCf/SAS Composites
[Hot Pressed 1400 °C, 2 h, 27.6 MPa]
Sample thickness, Interface shear strengtha, Sliding frictional stressa,
mm rdobo.d,MPa Tfriction, MPa
SCS-6/SAS Comp. [Vf = 0.31; SAS 6-1-93]
1.31 6.7 (2.3) 3.7 (1.0)to
< 1.74 6.6 (0.7) 4.4 (0.6)
1.84 7.0 (0.7) 4.2 (0.3)
2.57 6.6 (0.5) 4.3 (0.3)
SCS-0/SASComp. [Vf = 0.24; SAS 6-9-93]
1.44 17.5 (2.7) b 11.3 (1.6)
aMean value for 8-10 fibers. Values in parenthesis are standarddeviation.
bValuesin table are for fibers that debonded. However, one fiber showed 7"d_bond
of 56.1 MPa which is not included in the average; some fibers did not debond
up to a load of 40 N, the upper limit of the apparatus, resulting in _'O_bo,d> 62 MPa.
TableIV. Effect of Hot Pressing Time at 1450 °C, 24 MPa on Fiber/Matrix
Interface Shear Strength, Sliding Frictional Stress and Flexure Strength
of CVD SiCf (SCS-6)/SAS Composites
Hot press time, min (Yy,MPa a CYu,MPaa 1;debond,MPab "Cfriction,MPab
15 [#SAS 10-9-92] 201 + 61 457 + 51 4.77 + 0.49 2.83 + 0.40
30 [#SAS10-14-92] 280 + 30 585 + 67 6.13 + 0.42 4.08 + 0.25
60 [# SAS 12-15-92] 224 + 16 590 + 75 6.53 + 0.16 4.15 + 0.31
120 [#SAS 10-23-92] 223 + 35 660 + 40 7.78 + 0.33 4.45 + 0.46
_, aFrom three-point bend test
_o bFrom fiber push-out test; average for 10 fibers
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Figure 1.--Schematics showingcross-sectionsand surface regionso1
TextronCVDSiCSCS-0and SOS-6monofilaments.(a)Cross-section.
(b)Surface region.
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Figure2.mTGAcurves(recordedata heatingrate of 5 °C/mininflowing
air)ofSAS monolithichotpressedat 1200°Cfor 2 hrandSiCf(SCS-6)/
° SAScomposite(Vf= 0.3) hotpressedat 1450°C for2 hr.
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Figure3.mMicrographsof polishedcross-sectionsof unidirectionalCVDSiCf/SAScomposites.(a)Opticalmicrograph
of plasmaetchedSCS-6/SAScompositehotpressedat 1450°C for 2 hrunder24 MPa. (b)SEM micrographof
SCS-0/SAScompositehotpressedat 1400 °Cfor2 hr under27.6 MPa,showinguniformfiber distribution.
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Figure4.--Powder x-ray diffractionpatternsof SCS-6/SAScompositeshotpressedfor 2 hrat 1400 °Cor
1500°C. Thepeakat 20 = 35.6 isdue to 13-SIC.The remainingpeakscorrespondto monocliniccelsian.
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Figure5.mPowder x-ray diffractionpatternof SCS-0/SAScompositehotpressedfor
2 hr at 1400°C at 27.6 MPa.The peak at 2e = 35.6 is due to _-SiC. The remaining
peaks correspond to monoclinic celsian.
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Figure 6.--_tress-displacement curves. (a)SASmonolithic hot pressed at 1200°C for 2 hr under 24 MPa and a
unidirectional SCS-6/SAScomposite (Vf= 0.24)hot pressed at 1400°Cfor 2 hr under 24 MPa. (b)A unidirectional
SCS-0/SAScomposite (Vf = 0.24) hot pressed at 1400 °Cfor 2 hr under 27.6 MPa.The monolithic ceramicwas
tested infour-point bending and the composites in three-point bending, respectively.
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Figure 7.--Effect of test span length to sample thickness ratio (l/d) on first matrix cracking stress and ultimate
strength, measured in three-point flexure, for a unidirectionalSCS-6/SAScompositehotpressedat 1350 °C
for2 hrat 24 MPa; VI = 0.25. One tesVdata point except for I!d = 32 where five specimens were tested.
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Figure8.--Effect of hotpressingtemperatureonfirstmatrixcrackingstressand ultimatestrength,
measuredat roomtemperatureinthree-pointflexure,fora unidirectionalCVDSiCf(SCS-6)/SAS
compositehotpressedfor2 hr at 24 MPa;Vf = 0.25 ± 0.01.Alsoshownisthe four-pointbend
strengthof a SAS monolithicsamplehotpressedat 1200°C for2 hr.
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Figure9.--Effect of hotpressingtime onroomtemperaturethree-pointflexural
strengthofunidirectionalSCS-6/SAScompositeshotpressedat 1450°C at
24 MPa; Vf = 0.24 _.%0.01.Thelinesdrawnare onlyguideto the eyes.
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Figure10.--Effect of hotpressingpressureonroomtemperaturethree-pointflexural
strengthof unidirectionalSCS-6/SAScompositeshotpressedat 1450°Cfor 2 hr;
Vf = 0.26 _+0.02.
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Figure11.--Effect of hot pressingpressureon roomtemperaturethree-pointflexural
strengthof unidirectionalSCS-6/SAScompositeshotpressedat 1250°C for2 hr;,
Vf = 0.22 _+0.01.
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Figure12.DEflect of hotpressingpressureondensitiesof unidirectional
SCS-6/SAS composites hot pressed at 1250 °C for 2 hr, VI = 0.22 + 0.01.
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Figure13.--Effect of fibercontentonmatrixmicrocrackingstressand ultimate
strength,measuredinthree-pointflexureat roomtemperaure,for unidirectional
CVDSiCf(SCS-6)/SAScompositeshotpressedat 1400°C for2 hrat 27.6 MPa.
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Figure14._Comparisonof elasticmodulusmeasuredinthree-pointbendwith
thosecalculatedfromthe rule-of-mixturesforunidirectionalSCS-6/SAS
compositeswithvariousfibervolumecontents.
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Figure15.--SEM micrographsoffracturesurfacesof unidirectionalCVDSiCfiberreinforcedSAScompositeshotpressed
at 1400°C for2 hr under27.6MPa. (a)SCS-6/SAScomposite,Vf= 0.27, showingextensivefiber pullout.(b}SCS-0/8A$
composite,Vf= 0.24, showinglimitedfiberpullout.
(a)
Matrix
(b)
Figure 16.---8EMmicrographs of polished cross-sections showing the fiber-matrix interface in unidirectional CVDSiC fiber rein-
forced SAScomposites hot pressed at 1400°O for 2 hr at 27.6 MPa. (a)8OS-6/SA8 composite. (b)808-0/8A8 composite.
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Figure17.--Typicalloadvs. crossheaddisplacementcurvesrecorded
duringfiberpushoutinCVDSiCf(SCS-6)/SAScompositehotpressed
at 1400°Cfor 2 hrat 27.6 MPa;for1.31 and2.57 mmthicksamples.
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Figure18.--Typical loadvs.crossheaddisplacementcurvesrecordedduringfiber pushoutinCVDSiCf(SCS-0)/SAS
compositehot pressedat 1400 °Cfor 2 hrunder27.6 MPa;samplethicknesswas1.44 mm.
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Figure19.REflect of samplethicknesson fiber/matrix
debondingloadforCVDSiCf(SCS-6)/SAScomposite
hotpressedat 1400 °Cfor 2 hrat 27.6 MPa;Vf = 0.31.
(a)
(b)
Figure20.---SEMmicrographsshowingin-placeandpushedout fibers inCVDSiCf/SAScomposites.(a)SCS-6/SAScom-
posite hotpressedat 1500°C for 2 hrat 24 MPa.(b)SCS-0/SAScompositehotpressedat 1400°C for 2 hrunder27.6 MPa.
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Figure21.--SEM micrographand x-raymapsof variouselementsat thefiber-matrixinterfaceof the polished
cross-sectionof a unidirectionalCVDSiCf(SCS-0)/SAScompositehotpressedat 1400°Cfor 2 hrunder 27.6 MPa.
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